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GoDesign Games is a general mathematical framework for participatory and
multi-criteria spatial design at the scale of urban blocks or multi-functional build-
ing complexes (i.e. neighborhood design to architectural design) for structuring
design tasks as discrete spatial decision-making problems. The project starts
from a mathematical formulation of multi-dimensional (spatial), multi-objective
and multi-actor decision problems (Huang, et al., 2011; Hermans & Cunning-
ham, 2018) structured into three consequent steps: 1) Planning: a gamified
process to compose a bi-partite graph describing preferences of spatial programs
(accessibility, visibility, noise, etc.), 2) Configuring: finding a mapping from
discretized volume units (voxels) to the set of spatial programs, and 3) Shaping:
polygonization of the configuration described by the mapping of the previous
step. Throughout the entire workflow, various forms of feedback on environmen-
tal/spatial consequences pertaining to visibility and accessibility inter-relations
of the alternatives are provided to the decision-makers. Furthermore, GoDesign
presents the data structures and the main algorithms for structuring the entire
workflow as a gamified multi-actor decision-making process whose outcomes will
be schematic configurations that can be worked out in terms of construction
details.
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https://frankvahstal.github.io/spatial_computing_project_template/


The initial step, Planning, focuses on the multi-objective and multi-actor as-
pect of the spatial design problems. Our gamified decision making process
enables the stakeholders of the project to achieve consensus on the specifica-
tions of the project (Batty, 2013, 2016), which will be captured in a bipartite
graph (Bai, 2020) describing the preference profile of each spatial program.
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The second step, Configuring, focuses on multi-dimensional and multi-objective
aspects of the problem. The inputs are the bipartite graph of spatial prefer-
ences, discretized boundary volume, and the context information. A simulation
engine will attempt to find a mapping from the voxels to the set of spatial
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https://miloumulder.github.io/spatial_computing_project_template/
https://sanderbentvelsen.github.io/spatial_computing_project_template/


programs under the condition that the preferences are satisfied (Nourian, 2016).
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https://sanderbentvelsen.github.io/spatial_computing_project_template/
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https://edaakaltun.github.io/project_apidae/
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The final step, Shaping, is only concerned with multi-dimensional aspects of the
problem. The resultant mapping from the Configuring step will be polygonized
to create the geometrical representation of the configuration (Savov, et al., 2020).
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https://sanderbentvelsen.github.io/spatial_computing_project_template/
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